Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of estimating the effort required to maintain a static pose by human beings. The problem is important in developing effective pose classification as wells as in developing models of human attention. We estimate the human pose effort using two kinds of body constraints -skeletal constraints and gravitational constraints. The extracted features are combined together using SVM regression to estimate the pose effort. We tested our algorithm on 55 poses with different annotated efforts with excellent results. Our user studies additionally validate our approach.
Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of estimating physical effort for a static human pose. The problem is important in human attention model, dance summary, and pose classification. Human beings routinely are able to distinguish between human poses that appear to be very similar by referring to their own physical experience. For example, a standing pose with arm lifting appears similar to a handstand pose. However it is trivial for human beings to see that the handstand pose is very challenging to do for most people. We conjecture that human beings pay greater attention to the poses with greater effort, as they are reminded of the difficulty of actually doing the pose. Physical effort is also a useful feature for dance segmentation and summary. Through analyzing the physical effort changing over dance and extracting frames with high effort, we can segment and summary the dance.
Pose classification is a traditional computer vision problem [1, 3] . The focus there is appearance based matching or matching in an object based representational space. However, the classification does not take the physical experience into account, thus potentially misclassifying poses with different physical effort that appear to be similar. Other related works [4, 6] deal with motion quality modals based on Rudolf Laban's Effort Qualities. In Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), effort encompasses qualities of space, weight, time and flow and represents the expressive quality of style within the dynamics of human movement rather than static human poses.
We propose a human pose effort estimation algorithm based on SVM regression. We first extract two kinds of features related to human pose effort: (a) physical constraints and (b) gravity constraints. Then we use SVM regression techniques to combine these features together to estimate effort. We tested our algorithm on an annotated dance pose set with excellent results. We additionally validated our results with user studies.
Feature extraction
In this section, we discuss features used for human pose effort. Each pose consists of 35 labeled 3D marker coordinates captured from a marker-based motion capture system. The marker label specifies the location on the body for each marker. We focus on two kinds of constraints related to human pose effort -physical constraints and gravitational constraints. Physical constraints include skeleton structure not related to gravity. Gravitational constraints are introduced due to the force of gravity.
Features from physical constraints
We observe that the physical limitations mainly focus on the joints between limbs. We also observe that arm movements have a wider range of motion in comparison to leg movements, due to the greater mobility of the shoulder joint. Hence, in this paper, we ignore the physical limitations of shoulder and focus on the hip joints. We use a simple feature, foot distance d F , to represent inter-leg relationship and four joint angles (1. hip flexion, 2. hip extension, 3. hip abduction/adduction and 4. hip rotation) to represent torso-leg relationship. The foot distance and four hip joint angles are shown in Fig. 1 . The details on the computation of hip extension (θ E ), hip flexion (θ F ), abduction/adduction (θ A ) and rotation (θ R ) can be found in [2] . 
Features from gravitational constraints
Gravitational constraints comprise two factors: (a) limb torque and (b) supportinglimb effort. In gravity torque computation, we consider three kinds of limbs -arm, leg and torso. The larger the limb gravity torque, the more effort the human needs. We compute the limb gravity torque only if the limb is not the supporting limb. This is because limbs in contact with the ground experience a torque due to the normal reaction. This has an effect of canceling the torque of gravity on the limb. The arm, leg and gravity torques are represented by T A , T L and T T respectively. The computation detail can be found in [2] .
The supporting limb effort is the effort that the human puts on the limbs in contact with the ground to support the body. This effort is related with the supporting limb power. The supporting limbs that have large supporting power will decrease the amount of effort required holding the pose. We incorporate the supporting power of arms, legs, torso and hip to obtain the supporting limb effort E s . (See [2] for details)
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Effort feature vector
Combining the five physical limitations, three limb torques and supporting-limb effort, we can construct a feature vector for every pose:
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where
and E s are foot distance, hip flexion, hip extension, hip abduction/adduction, hip rotation, arm gravity torque, leg gravity torque, torso gravity torque and supporting-limb effort respectively, γ is a constant (γ=1.5).
Using SVM Regression
We use SVM regression [5] to combine all features together. In training phrase, each training pose is represented by a feature vector F (eq (1)) and an annotated effort value which is considered as the ground truth G. The goal of SVM regression is to find a function g(F) that has at most deviation ε from the ground truth G for all the training data, and at the same time is as flat as possible. In testing phrase, We extract feature vector F (eq. (1)) of test pose and estimate effort use SVM regression model by:
where w and b are the solution of SVM regression, K(⋅,⋅) denotes a kernel operator.
Experiments
We test our human effort estimation algorithm on a dance pose dataset which includes 55 poses. Each pose is annotated with an effort value from zero to five by Professor Jodi James who is an expert in dance and kinesiology. Zero means no effort and five means maximum effort for human to hold a pose. Professor Jodi James made these annotations by her real experience rather than through visual impression of the poses. These 55 poses include 6 levels (0-5), 5 poses for each level (different poses with the same effort) and 5 variations between consecutive levels. In our experiments, we select one pose as testing data and other 54 poses as training dataset. With 54 training poses, we can train a SVM regression model and apply it on the testing pose to estimate the effort. We repeat this process until every pose is selected as testing data and its effort estimation value is obtained. We use leave-one-out cross validation to evaluate our algorithm:
where G i is the ground truth and E i is the effort estimation result.
In our experiments, we try 3 kernels (linear/polynomial/rbf) in SVM regression. For each kernel, we adjusted SVM regression parameters to minimize the estimation error. The estimation error is minimized when we use polynomial kernel with maximum acceptable deviation ε=10 -7 , trade-off constant C=27 and polynomial power=2. Fig. 2(a) shows 11 effort estimation examples and Fig. 2(b) plots the ground truth and effort estimation for all 55 poses. We can see that estimated efforts are close to the ground truth for most poses. The standard deviation (eq. (3)) is 0.295. We also conducted user studies to determine the relationship between our pose effort measure and human perception and experience. The user studies indicate two clear results (a) our estimation of physical effort is highly correlated with human perception in terms of the effort difference between two poses, (b) the sensitivity to the effort difference is proportional to the effort of the pose that has larger effort [2] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a human pose effort estimation algorithm based on SVM regression. There are two key innovations (a) Using both skeletal and gravity constraints to estimate human pose efforts, (b) Using SVM regression to combine features for effort estimation. We evaluated our framework on 55 annotated dance poses with excellent results. In the future, we are planning to incorporate our pose effort framework into human attention model, dance summary and pose recognition.
